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Introduction
•Nowadays we have clear definition of fault zone in competent rock and 
several approach to delimit different part of fault zone(Sibson,1977;Caine et al., 1996; 
Choi et al., 2016; Pei et al., 2020).

• Purpose: 

Reveal the characteristic of fault 

zone (shear zone) in argillaceous 

rock base on different scale (km-cm) 

of mesoscopic observation.

• Few studies have reported the 

appearance and the structure of 

shear zone in argillaceous rock but 

lack of systematically delimitation 

across the shear zone
(Casciello et al., 2002; Lee and Kim, 

2005;Nussbaum el al., 2011; Lao et al., 2020).

(Pei et al., 2020)
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Geological background – CheGuaLin Fault

• The CheGuaLin Fault is a thrust fault strike NE and low 

angle dipping (~30˚)to the east(Liu, 2013;Chen, 2015).

• The hanging wall and foot wall of CheGuaLin fault 

are both GuTingKeng formation (thick layer mudstone).

• CheGuaLin fault was first defined as the south part of 

LungChuang fault (Hsu,1975; CPC,1989) but then rename 

as CheGuaLin fault due to the stratigraphy and 

structural difference at the both side of fault(Chen et 

al.,2011; Lin et al, 2012).

• CheGuaLing fault is at least category 2 active fault. 

(Liu & Lin, 2019) Several studies have reported the high 

tectonic deformation rate near the fault(Chao, 2016; 

Ching et al., 2016; Chao, 2019).

(modified after Liu & Lin, 2019)
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Outcrop appearance

The fault zone is composed of banding gouge and yellowish breccia.
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Geological section
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Section



Geological section 
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• Black fractured mudstone is composed of intense 

sheared zone and tiny mudstone clasts. The clasts 

show preferred orientation.

• In contrast to mudstone, the black sheared bands 

have no reaction to hydrochloric acid (HCL).
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Yellow fractured mudstone is composed of 

mudstone clasts, sandstone clasts and intense 

black sheared bands. 
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Sparse and thin black sheared 

bands inside of the massive 

mudstone.
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Discussion
-The fault characteristic

• The boundary delineation and the structural delimitation of CheGuaLin fault?

(Pei et al., 2020)
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Discussion
-will Chegaulin fault generate earthquake?

•Remote sensing data shows high tectonic deformation rate in southwestern part of Taiwan.

•Low rate, progressive deformation in mudstone reported by previous studies.(Laurich et al., 
2018; Orellana et al., 2020)

→Influence the behavior of fault at shallow depth.

(Laurich et al., 2018)(Chao, 2016)
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Conclusions

•We can observe localized intense deformation on the outcrop, but no obvious 
fault core and damage zone which being reported in brittle fault zone were 
observed in the section.

•From the geological section we can classify the mudstone into 4 unit. Yellow and 
black fractured mudstone samples collected from the outcrop contain stretched 
and rotated lenticular clasts inside, which indicate strong shear deformation.   

•If we consider the yellow and black fractured mudstone to be the high deformed 
zone of fault, the fault zone will be around 10 meters in width.
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FUTURE WORK

• Topography irregularity and colluvium on the surface are the obstacles when 

we observe the outcrop.

→Drill core to penetrate the fault zone from the wall rock.
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